My name is Gyani Maiya.

I speak this language.

The yam.

They dig yam with the spade.
They take away spade and dig yam.

They dig Githa.

What to eat in the jungle?

We ate yam and Githa.
Makayo 1- eat -PL -***
We ate Makayo.

Tiguna 1- eat -***
I ate Tiguna.

What to eat in the forest?
We ate begging.

The men did not give.
They tell us that we have big legs and arms and do not give for us.

What to eat in the jungle?

We ate yam, bread and makayo.

They sold Kaliz in the village by killing them.
They bring rice, barley and maize.

We ate grinding them.

What to eat in the jungle?

We died with hunger.

Now as we came to village, we ate every thing.
nothing to eat. 024

There are many things.